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Abstract
This paper provides a technical overview of a Qwyit™ application: operating a Q-ANON™ Anonymous
Authentication Service – an invulnerable secret key authentication and encryption token distribution
service. Applications would be able to simply place a small code segment within their communications
protocol, allowing network participants the full benefit of perfectly secure Qwyit™ authenticated and
encrypted message traffic without concern for 3 rd party key management. This is the world’s first
participant-managed, independent-trust secure messaging key distribution capability.
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Q-ANON™ Anonymous Authentication Service

This document outlines the Q-ANON™ Anonymous Authentication Service (Q-ANON™), the world’s
first participant-managed, independent-trust secure messaging capability. Q-ANON™ is an
implementation capability based on the full Qwyit protocol as outlined in the current version of the Qwyit
Protocol Reference document, available from Qwyit LLC. Q-ANON™ client demo APIs are available
from Qwyit LLC; go to www.qwyit.com.

Introduction
The Qwyit™ protocol provides authentication (embedded) and data security (stream cipher) for
communications traffic based on a secret-key system. Any Qwyit™ implementation can operate when
the application/device provides a meaningful system key. The key is either a system level authentication
token or simply a per-message encryption key. The key’s origins and management can be of any type;
including, but not limited to:





Current PKI protocols (e.g., TLS) where the authentication is handled by PKI and the encryption
is our QwyitCipher™ instead of AES
Our own QwyitTalk™ 3rd party key management system which replaces PKI and TLS, providing
authentication and encryption
Self-managed systems, uniquely designed and created using any aspect of our Qwyit™ protocol
This new Q-ANON™ Authentication Service, for applications needing a simple, fast, selfmanaged, independent-trust key distribution service for authentication and encryption –
specifically, our QwyitChip™ hardware and accompanying identical QwyitSDK™

Approach
The Q-ANON™ Anonymous Authentication Service provides a method to allow any network application
to authenticate and encrypt all messages between its participants. Please see the Q-ANON™ Overview
for a complete explanation of the rationale for this simple system. Q-ANON™ requires a single roundtrip anonymous registration (Anonymous Set Up (ASU)), then minimally initial-only authentication
requests (AR) for any participant’s communication Receiver list. After that, participant-to-participant
authentic, provably secure messaging can be performed for the lifetime of participant network
membership.
For networks to use the Q-ANON™ Anonymous Authentication Service, their applications will:




Ask the user to anonymously join Q-ANON™ by performing a simple, 1-click join
o Q-ANON™ membership keys (called Authentication Service Keys (ASK)) are stored and
managed by the network application
 The ASK can/should be participant PIN-protected by the network application, as
outlined in the following CKS section and/or other Qwyit™ docs and best practices
For any network message destination (receiving participant) to whom/where the user hasn’t
initially communicated, a 1-click single round-trip Authentication Request (AR) is performed
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o This is a simple, well-known invulnerable way for network participants to remain
anonymous for channel authentication during key creation and exchange, while they’re
known to each other (and uniquely authenticated) by the controlling application
o The trusted 3rd party Q-ANON™ has no network membership nor participant knowledge,
and is only used to assure key distribution between the correct two messaging parties.
 The trust is only that the messaging pair are provably authenticated to have
established their key exchange with each other’s device, setting up their own
Qwyit™ VPN tunnel. Within the content of this secure context, and the controlling
application performing this exchange, they will authenticate themselves as the
expected participant end users
o The summarized process: the sending participant self-generates a Qwyit™ Session
Master Key (SMK in two parts, SQK/SEK), specifically for communication with this
intended Receiver. The Sender then submits a secure Authentication Request to the QANON™ using their ASK that includes the Receiver OpenID and only ½ of the key, the
SEK. Whereupon the Q-ANON™ replies to the sender in their ASK by including a
receiver-only readable Authentication Bundle (AB), containing the SEK, in the Receiver’s
ASK. The sending participant then communicates provably securely with their intended
Receiver participant with the first message including the AB; which when confirmed by
the Receiver, creates their lifetime unique SMK (unless updated through another QANON™ Authentication Request)
The Q-ANON™ Anonymous Authentication Service:
1. Eliminates 3rd party key management complexity by actually mirroring how network traffic works
– independent user and messaging authentication and security
2. Eliminates network software application complexity, reducing security development and
programming to 2 simple, universal steps (Anonymous Set Up, Authentication Request)
3. Takes full advantage of ‘Anywhere/Everywhere Security’ using Qwyit™, specifically offering a
simple proliferation strategy for implementations of the QwyitChip™ hardware product, and the
identical software QwyitSDK™
4. Solves the ‘end-to-end security problem’ by offering a simple, universal authentication and
encryption method

Q-ANON™ Components
The following are required for Q-ANON™:
1.
Q-ANON™ Anonymous Authentication Server (private hosting, and/or publicly operated by
Qwyit LLC at www.qwyit.com/Q-ANON)
2.
Q-ANON™-compatible client application (client w/Q-ANON™ embedded capability)
Q-ANON™ Core Required Processes
The following are the core required Q-ANON™ processes:
One-Time Anonymous Registration (Q-ANON™ Anonymous Setup – QAASU)
 Initial Q-ANON™ client anonymous authentication token distribution is accomplished through a
Q-ANON™ Anonymous Setup (QAASU) with the Q-ANON™ Anonymous Authentication Server
Qwyit LLC
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(QAAS). Token (ASK) is a 512-bit 2-part key, with a public identifier: OpenID [up to 64-bits],
MQK [Master Qwyit Key, 256-bits], MEK [Master Exchange Key, 256-bits])
o This is to setup participation in any network wanting to establish simple participant
messaging authentication and security
 This is not user/client registration, as in QwyitTalk™ or a PKI Certificate Authority
 The Q-ANON™ service authenticates the message; the participant is
authenticated within the network context and content (See Q-ANON™
Overview for distinction)
Architecture
Q-ANON™ Registration - Anonymous Set Up (QAASU)
Q-ANON Client
Initial operation: Make
QAASU Request (online
at qwyit.com, etc.), then
input selected ASK
OpenID/MQK/MEK
then send Confirmation,
including AID

Step 1 Client Request (ASUC1)
HTTPS request to anonymously register
Step 2 QAAS Reply (ASUQ2)
HTTPS display/send of ASK
(OpenID/MQK/MEK)
Step 3 Confirmation (ASUC3)
Confirmation wrapped in QwyitCipher w/ASK

Step 5 (ASUC5) Check
the public AID with the
created AID

Q-ANON
Authentication
Service/Server (QAAS)
Upon ASU request
receipt, generates Qwyit
credentials OpenID,
ASK (MQK, MEK),
display/send to client
Step 4 (ASUQ4) Decrypt
ASUC3 using
OpenID/ASK, check
Confirmation Salts, and
publish the AID

NOTE: Steps 1 and 2 use current secure messaging (HTTPS, email, etc.), and are reliant on that security. Should it be
deemed insufficient, there are other ASU methods, including our own QwyitTalk™ initial key distribution. The process should
be risk/reward analyzed.

Details
NOTE: Q-ANON™ may use the TCP/UDP IANA reserved port for HTTPX, port number 4180 in a web architecture
NOTE: Following each step description, if there is a message sent, the format is shown in brackets:
[MessageTitleID: parameter1, parameter2, … ended with a Q-ANON™ termination character (^)]
NOTE: As noted in previous Qwyit docs, each participant pair (Q-ANON™/Client, Client/Client) may perform a PDAF to
create new keys at session end (either MQK, MEK after an ASU, or updating SQK, SEK after an AR), at the
designated interval, etc.; which can be static, or known-random (i.e., from a selection of the uniquely embedded
key content – this would be client-app configured.)
Q-ANON™ Anonymous Setup (ASU)
 Client, initiate ASU within the app/online (as required/desired) with the Authentication Service/Server (Step 1, ASUC1)
o Go to www.Qwyit.com/Q-ANON where an HTTPS session will begin. Select the ‘Q-ANON Registration’ link
and/or button


Q-ANON Anonymous Authentication Service/Server (QAAS) reply to client (Step 2 – ASUQ2)
o QAAS server generates (multiple) unique OpenID/Authentication Service Key (ASK) pairs and displays/sends
to the registering anonymous client (ASUQ2)
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The MQK, MEK keys are each currently recommended to be 256-bits (64 hex digits)
There are multiple ways to perform this step, including manufacturer pre-stamping an ASK into a
device; the only requirement being that the QAAS is aware of the available ASKs that will be used

Client selects OpenID/ASK, and enters (however) into their Q-ANON application/device; then sends an encrypted
Confirmation Message back to the QAAS initiating the (selected/received) ASK (Step 3, ASUC3)
o Client will enter the selected OpenID, ASK (possibly displayed in two sections, MQK, MEK) into their
application/device, which stores the values (possibly PIN-protected as noted in the CKS following section)
 Insert into use (store ASK, OpenID in cookie, file, db – method?)
o Reply (ASUC3) to QAAS with Confirmation Message
 Create a 16-hex digit (64-bit) Authentication ID (AID); this number is public and will be published
[NOTE: As it is not a requirement for any Q-ANON™ client to be able to create RNG/PRNG bits, IF a
client cannot do so in any system-authorized manner, Qwyit can provide PDAF generation with static
pre-stored bits. There are any number of methods for ‘endless’ (at least as many key creations would
be required in the device/app lifespan); using small stored ‘selector’ bits, and system-sized (512-bits
currently) stored ‘key’ bits in multiple PDAF random rearrangements/selections.]


Create the Confirmation Salt (CS); which is a 128-bit, 32 hex digit ID salt created by using the last 32
digits (128-bits) of the MQK in a PDAF with the first 32 digits (128-bits) of the MEK
 Perform a PDAF(MQK last 128-bits, MEK first 128-bits); result is Confirmation Salt
 Perform QwyitCipher™ encrypt using the W created from the ASK on the CS, result is CS
encrypted (CSe)
 Send (ASUC3) output (OpenID, OR, AID, CSe) to QAAS
[ASUC3: OpenID, OR, AID, CSe]


QAAS decrypt of confirmation message (Step 4, ASUQ4)
o Perform QwyitCipher™ decrypt using the ASK (by sent OpenID) and reveal the message key (W) – the QAAS
will hold ASKs for a specified period of time for Q-ANON client apps to reply, activate
 Use message to decrypt Confirmation Message (by creating the correct same CS and comparing)
 Perform a PDAF(MQK last 128-bits, MEK first 128-bits); result is Confirmation Salt generated
 Perform decrypt using W and CSe, result is CS received decrypted (CSd)
 Compare CSd received decrypted with the CS generated
o If doesn’t match, error sent
o If match confirmed, store OpenID, ASK, AID into QAAS Authentication DB – method?
 Publish the AID for public inspection



Client check of the published AID (Step 5, ASUC5)
o Client should check that the QAAS published AID is the same as the generated one, and the sent version. This
is because the AID is not encrypted – a quick look by the Client is recommended. If there is a discrepancy,
either perform another ASU, or use the QAAS ‘contact us’ system to report a problem (- to be created?)

One-time (minimally), Initial Receiver Authentication Request (AR)
NOTE: The following is for a P2P architecture, with 1-1 communication. Group key scenarios can easily be defined in the
same way they were in Appendix C of the current QwyitTalk™ Reference Guide. See Qwyit.com for details.



For each intended messaging Receiver, the sender will initiate a private real-time Authentication
Request (AR) with a shared Q-ANON™ Anonymous Authentication Server in order to create a
QwyitCipher™ VPN tunnel with the intended receiver (based on their OpenID). The AR will
exchange a token that is a 256-bit Session Exchange Key (SEK). This is one half of the Sendergenerated Session Master Key (SMK) pair in 2-parts: SQK [Session QT™ Key, 64 hex digits,
256-bits], SEK [Session Exchange Key, 64 hex digits, 256-bits])
1. This is a simple, well-known invulnerable way for network participants to remain
anonymous for channel authentication during key creation and exchange, while they’re
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known to each other (and uniquely authenticated) by the controlling communication
application
2. The trusted 3rd party has no network membership nor participant knowledge, and is only
used to assure key distribution between the correct two messaging parties.
i. The trust is only that the messaging pair are provably authenticated to have
established their key exchange with each other’s device, setting up their own
QwyitCipher™ VPN tunnel. Within the content of this secure context, and the
controlling application performing this exchange, they will authenticate themselves
as the expected participant end users.

Architecture

Authentication Request
Client
(Sender)
Device/app
requests
Authentication for
secure Q-ANON™
messaging
Step 4 Decrypt
ARQ3 (ARC4)
Reveal the QIV
and the ABe, ready
for Q-ANON msgs

Step 1 Client Request (ARC1)
Request for recipient-only secure authentication
bundle – includes the recipients OpenID and ½ of
the Sender-generated SMK (the SEK), encrypted
by the sender’s ASK

Step 3 QAAS Reply (ARQ3)
Reply w/VID,SEK,QIV twice encrypted by
Receiver’s ASK, wrapped by Sender’s ASK

Q-ANON Authentication Service/Server
QAAS
Step 2 Decrypt and create Authentication
Bundle (ARQ2)
Decrypt the ARC1 request, and create a
new 256-bit Qwyit Initialization Vector
(QIV) for use by the clients as proof of
QAAS distribution. This will be wrapped in
the AB with the receiver client’s ASK, as
well as encrypted for the sender client
using their ASK

Details
NOTE: The AR SEK is unique to each messaging pair of participants. The QAAS simply decrypts AR requests and sends
AR replies, never storing any SEKs. Should there be a requirement to retain SEKs, the QAAS will need to be set to do so.
Since the participants are anonymous, if the requirement arises to understand private conversations, after requiring the
QAAS to store SEKs, the entire message stream from the very beginning to/from the anonymous participants would need
to be captured in order to be read (requirement to outside agency).
Authentication Request (AR)


Client Sender sends Authorization Request to the Q-ANON™ Authentication Service/Server (Step 1, ARC1)
o Send Authorization Request (ARC1) to AS in order to receive the intended Receiver’s authentication bundle
 Randomly generate a Session Start Key (SSK) for the intended Receiver (128 hex digits, 512-bits) in
two parts, SQK, SEK
 Send ARC1:SenderOpenID, OR1, CT1 where CT1 is encrypted in QwyitCipher™ using ASK to QAAS
[ARC1: SenderOpenID, OR1, CT1] where CT1 is the encrypted ReceiverOpenID, SEK



QAAS decrypts ARC1 (Step 2, ARQ2)
o Decrypt ARC1 from Client using the received SenderOpenID,OR1,ASK in QwyitCipher™ revealing the
ReceiverOpenID and SEK
 Check that Receiver client exists
 If Receiver Client does not exist in QAAS:
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If this QAAS is part of a federated group, check w/other QAAS members as per the QANON™ communication key exchange framework of the group
Notify Sending Client of situation (if desired/required – no Receiver client)

QAAS reply to Client (Step 3, ARQ3)
o Create a new 256-bit Qwyit Initialization Vector (QIV) for this messaging pair
o Create an Authentication Bundle (AB) for the Receiver Client using their ASK
 Create an AB-OR
 Use the AB-OR in a QwyitCipher encrypted message to encrypt the AB (eAB), which is the Sender
Client’s AID, the SEK and the new QIV
 eAB = eAID, eSEK, eQIV
o The ARQ3 is returned to the sending Client
 The ARQ3 includes the Receiver client’s AB-OR, ABe in a QC™ message encrypted using the Sender’s
ASK with another OR, OR2
[ARQ3: OpenID, OR2, CT2] where OpenID is the Sender Client’s OpenID, OR2 is newly generated, and CT2 is [QIV,
AB-OR, eAB] encrypted using the Sender’s ASK
[NOTE: The Sender knows the PT and can derive the Msg keys used to encrypt the AB. But as detailed in Qwyit,
knowing any Msg keys does NOT provide any information or ability to derive the recipient’s Q-ANON ASK.]



Sender Client decrypts ARQ3 (Step 4, ARC4)
o Sender Client decrypts ARQ3 from QAAS using their ASK and OR2 in QwyitCipher™
 Reveals the QIV, the AB-OR and the Authentication Bundle, still encrypted by the Receiver’s ASK
 Sender is now prepared to authenticate and share their self-generated key with their Receiver
 Sender and Receiver Clients commence Q-ANON™ Messaging with Sender initiating
contact with QAStart message (including OR-AB, eAB for Receiver to authenticate the
sender by the AID and QIV, and to derive and share the SSK)



QAAS and Sender Client perform a PDAF PFS NIL communication ASK key update
o Perform a PDAF(MQK 256-bits, MEK 256-bits) for two rounds, creating 512-bit result w/MQK, MEK halves
 Optionally, extend the above PDAF for 2 rounds (doubling length) and perform an OWC

NOTE: Keeping the keys in synch between the QAAS and the Clients needs careful attention. Each different Q-ANON™
network may require unique handling.

Q-ANON™ Messaging
 Q-ANON™ Messaging, each pair participant using their own generated SMKs in secure
QwyitCipher™ exchanges
(The SMK (SQK, SEK) must be handled and stored securely; handled by the controlling app.)
Architecture
Q-ANON™ Messaging
Client
(Sender)
QAS Send
Client sends authenticated
QAStart msg to Receiver
QANM Send/Decrypt
Encrypt/Decrypt client
message using SMK

Qwyit LLC

QAStart Message (QASM)
Send initial client message sharing SMK
QAAuth Message (QAAM)
Send initial client authenticating message
QA Normal Messaging (QANM)
Enc/dec client message, using SMK
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Client
(Receiver)
QASM & QAAM Decrypt
Decrypt client messages in
layers from ORauth,
Authentic SMK shared
QANM Send/Decrypt
Encrypt/Decrypt client
message using SMK
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Details
Q-ANON™ Messaging
 Sending Client sends Q-ANON™ Start Message to Client Receiver (QASM)
o Send QASM message to the intended Recipient Client who this SSK was created for
 Start Message shares the QAAS eAB demonstrating an authentic Q-ANON™ client contact
 The first half of the shared SSK, the SEK, is exchanged and now shared
[QASM: SenderOpenID, AID, AB-OR, eAB]


Sending Client also then sends Q-ANON™ Authentication Message to Client Receiver (QAAM)
o Using the AR self-generated SMK created for this Receiver:
 Perform MOD16(SQK,QIV); result is ORauth (ORa)
 Create new message content (IMSG, the Initial Message opening communication)
 Perform QwyitCipher™ on IMSG w/new ORa and self-generated, SQK/SEK, the result is eIMSG
o Send QAAM Authentication message to the intended Recipient Client
[QAS: SenderOpenID, ORa, eIMSG]

[NOTE: It’s certainly possible to send the Start and Auth messages as a single message – but the two encrypted packages
can be difficult to separate even though the eAB is a static length. If they are combined, it is called the Q-ANON™ Opening
Message (QAOM) formed as QAOM: SenderOpenID, AID, ORa, AB-OR, eAB, eIMSG]
[NOTE: Please remember the Q-ANON™ key distribution system only authenticates that the contacting client is a QAAS
member, and that the messages being received are from the public AID associated with the SenderOpenID. Authentication
of the actual owner (whatever/whoever that might be in any particular network system) is within the context of the message
content. This is accomplished within the application/network and the IMSG content/meaning using Q-ANON™.]


Receiving Client decrypts QASM and QAAM (QASM/QAAM Decrypt) – optionally, decrypt the QAOM singular message
o Receiver Client, decrypts in layers:
 QASM decryption: Use ASK and AB-OR to decrypt the eAuthentication Bundle sent from the
QAAS, revealing AID, SEK for this Sending Client, and the QIV
 QAAM 1st decryption: Perform a MOD16D(ORa, QIV) to reveal the SQK for this sending client
 The full SSK is now known, having been securely distributed through the QAAS, without
the QAAS having knowledge of the keys
 Perform PDAF[QK,EK] to reveal SMK (SQK,SEK)
 QAAM 2nd decryption: Use ORa, and the new SMK to decrypt eIMSG, reveling the content, which
should/will contain authenticating information to verify the Sending Client’s identity/information
 Perform the Authentication Check, comparing AID sent from the QAAS to the one sent from the
Sender, and both to the public version
 If they all match, then clients now have a shared, unique, private SMK – which can be as
long-lived as deemed appropriate for the application network; updated as required/advised
o Operate on the IMSG content and continue Q-ANON™ Messaging (sending
QANMs) using the shared SMK in QwyitCipher™ provably secured messages
 If they don’t match, send error



At known intervals, or system defined end of SMK key life reached (# of messages, time, etc.), both Clients perform a
PDAF PFS NIL communication SMK key update
o Perform a PDAF(SQK 256-bits, SEK 256-bits) for two rounds, creating 512-bit SMK result w/SQK, SEK halves
 Optionally, extend the above PDAF for 2 rounds (doubling length) and perform an OWC

Error Messaging – Q-ANON System Error (QASE)
 Accompany all of the above w/appropriate error trapping and notifications
[QASE: MessageID, appropriate contents]
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Q-ANON™ Optional Processes
The following are optional system-defined Q-ANON™ processes:
Client Application Key Storage (CKS)
 Turn on Pin-protected Client Key Storage (CKS)
Should there be a requirement/desire to tie the local version of the Q-ANON Anonymous
Setup ASK to the individual user, as opposed to just the device (or if there’s a desire for a
simple, effective encrypted storage technique in addition to the many already available to the
client application through the OS, etc.), it is recommended that an n-digit hex PIN be used to
encrypt ASK local storage with simple MOD16 addition. The desired security indicates the
number of digits, and the PIN must never be stored anywhere on the device. This local
protection maybe also be accompanied by limiting the number of wrong use attempts locally,
after notification from the QAAS of incorrect key use (online, in HTTPS).
Anonymous Registration Options (Q-ANON ASU)
 Pre-Shared
a. Chip manufacturers provide Q-ANON™ lists of OpenID/QK Keys (in two 256-bit parts,
MEK/MQK). In this case, the User’s device would begin network participation by sending
the QASUC3 Confirmation message, including the self-generated AID.
b. Security is based on secure submission from/to the manufacturer and Q-ANON™
i. NOTE: As of this document’s date, this is the only Pre-shared supported method
c. Other Pre-Shared methods are possible, such as the Device self-generates their own
OpenID/ASK and submits them to the Q-ANON™ using some channel
i. Channel examples such as phone, email, snail mail could include an smaller-thanASK-sized offset, since copying/submitting 512-bit ASKs could be error-prone
ii. TLS-based web submission can include cutting/pasting from the generating App
into a Q-ANON™ submission web page
iii. Security is based on the submission type (TLS, snail mail, phone, email, etc.)
iv. Requires an additional round-trip Accepted/Denied Q-ANON™ Reply message to
the Confirmation Message that first, the OpenID is unique and second, to test that
the keys are correctly understood (since this is an anonymous submission). The
Q-ANON™ would perform a PDAF(MEK/MQK) and send the 256-bit result,
encrypted by the shared ASK, to the Participant to check. If the Participant’s result
of their PDAF doesn’t match, an ASU Cancel message would be sent to the QANON™ to remove the OpenID/ASK pairing, and the Participant would try again.
1. NOTE: As of this document’s date, these additional Pre-shared methods
are unsupported.
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Appendix A – QwyitCipher™ Stream Cipher

NextR

Send


Generate random salt Open Return [OR 256-bits])
(This step does not require an ‘unbreakable’ or ‘secure’ (P)RNG process since the value is public; but it should
meet the base requirements for uniqueness and randomness since it is the QwyitTalk™ basis)

1. Perform MOD16 using EK and OR, resulting in R [256-bits]
2. Perform COMBINE using QK and R, resulting in alphabet A [256-bits]
3. Perform EXRACT using QK and A, resulting in message key W [256-bits]
4. Perform MOD16 with W and up to 256-bits of the Plaintext (PT), resulting in Ciphertext (CT)
a. For performance, with key and PT identical lengths, this may be an XOR of W and PT resulting in CT
5. Perform MOD16 using W and R, resulting in the NextR [256-bits]
1. Perform 1 (using NextR as OR), 2, 3, 4 and 5 iteratively until the end of Plaintext (256-bits at a time),
concatenating total C (There is no need to pad the plaintext)


Optionally (continual/random/regular), update EK (and/or QK) in MOD16’s with last R or W
Any ‘update series’ (with flag values, error checking and confirmations) is system-specific.

6. Send OpenID, OR and C to Receiver
Qwyit LLC
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Receive


Perform MOD16 using EK and OR, resulting in R [256-bits]



Perform COMBINE using QK and R, resulting in alphabet A [256-bits]



Perform EXRACT using QK and A, resulting in message key W [256-bits]



Perform MOD16D using 256-bits of Ciphertext (C) and W, resulting in Plaintext (P)



Perform MOD16 using W and R, resulting in the NextR [256-bits]
o

[or CT XOR W = PT]

Perform 1 (using NextR as OR), 2, 3, 4 and 5 iteratively until the end of Ciphertext
(256-bits at a time), concatenating total P

o Optionally (continual/random/regular), update EK (and/or QK) in MOD16’s with last R or W
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Appendix B – Q-ANON™ASU, AR and Messaging Example

The following are an example of the process flow for the complete Q-ANON™ system. This output is created by the Q-ANON-FullExample.exe application available from Qwyit LLC at www.qwyit.com.
Q-ANON™ ASU Example
The ASU involves any Client who wants to join the Q-ANON™ secure messaging system, contacting the Q-ANON Anonymous
Authentication Service/Server (QAAS). This process is most likely found, performed and managed within a Client Application
participating in the Q-ANON™ community. The Client and QAAS process steps, and output, are as follows:
Client1
I just contacted the Qwyit.com QAAS to begin an ASU and join the Qwyit Community!

QAAS
I just Received an ASU start from Client1 (who selected the Q-ANON Registration link/button at the Qwyit.com website)
Then, I'll generate an (or several) ASK(s); in this demo, just create a new ID as the one this Client1 will select
The Client1 ID is: DEEE92D5BEF39FDA
Click Continue in Client1...
Next, create some new keys (ASK) for this Client1
The Client1 MQK is: CD2290CFDBE306D3E8C1A817E2A9484B05D43CFD71C4020CC467E91351992AE1
The Client1 MEK is: E23F7EB507B5EFE0E82399CE03E9EFD2571EDB4BA5AAAB9A0F3B11ED983F18C3
Click Continue in Client1...
This OpenID and the keys (together, the ASK) are provided in some manner to the client.
Click Continue in Client1...
ASU processing now switches to Client1
Click Continue in Client1...

Client1
ASU processing now continues here in Client1
Click Continue in Client1...
First, create the AID, a random 16 digit (64-bits) number
The Client1 AID is: 1723812EA101B6DB
Qwyit LLC
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Next, use the QwyitCipher to send the Confirmation Salt (CS) in an encrypted ASUC3 message back to the QAAS
The Client1 Confirmation Salt is: C8CB3A5F85D89CA8DDFACA526BA56CEE
[NOTE: For this demo, all of the ciphertext is printed out in Hex format, because the textboxes don't show full bit representations - but all programming uses the bit
values.]
The Client1 ASUC3 message key is: CADA4481A12891F275E9EDC7252ACB6AD84E88E24E59C0D27244EFA2E82E5ADC
The Client1 ASUC3 ciphertext is: 0079070307750D77790476000072070A73710378060576050477737475017304
Click Continue in Client1...
Now send the encrypted ASUC3 confirmation message back to the QAAS
[ASUC3: DEEE92D5BEF39FDA, 9C4CE77F9011FC8452485785BEF134FEFEC6AE35527D99F56616DB839A0E2488, 1723812EA101B6DB,
0079070307750D77790476000072070A73710378060576050477737475017304] sent using Port 4180 to the QAAS
ASU confirmation processing now switches to the QAAS
Click Continue in Client1...

QAAS
ASU processing now continues here in QAAS
First step is to create the Confirmation CS using the PDAF of the last 32 digits (128-bits) of the MQK with the 1st 32 digits (128-bits) of the MEK
The Client1 Confirmation CS is: C8CB3A5F85D89CA8DDFACA526BA56CEE
Click Continue in Client1...
Next, use the QwyitCipher to decrypt the received Confirmation Salt from the ASUC3 message
The Client1 ASUC3 received message key is: CADA4481A12891F275E9EDC7252ACB6AD84E88E24E59C0D27244EFA2E82E5ADC
The Client1 ASUC3 received plaintext, which is the received Confirmation CS decrypted, is: C8CB3A5F85D89CA8DDFACA526BA56CEE
Click Continue in Client1...
Now compare the received with the computed...[Does C8CB3A5F85D89CA8DDFACA526BA56CEE = C8CB3A5F85D89CA8DDFACA526BA56CEE?]
As you can see, they are the same. Client1 info (just the OpenID and ASK with the AID listed publicly) is stored here in the QAAS as a viable user, and Client1 is
now a Qwyit Community member!
QAASU PROCESSING COMPLETE!
Select CLEAR for next demonstration

Client1
After the processing is complete, the Client is reminded to check the public AID for accuracy! If there is a discrepancy, they should contact the QAAS.
QAASU PROCESSING COMPLETE!
Select CLEAR for next demonstration
Qwyit LLC
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Q-ANON™ AR Example
The AR involves any Client who wants to securely message with any other Q-ANON™ secure messaging system Client(s). In this
example, the ‘app’ is configured to perform P2P secure messaging where Client1 contacts the Q-ANON Anonymous Authentication
Service/Server (QAAS) and uses the service to authentically distribute Client1’s newly created SSK (Session Start Key, in two parts,
QK, EK) to their intended recipient, Client2 – which is performed back through Client1 for Client2, secured by ASK keys only shared
between Client2 and the QAAS. This process is performed without any end-user participation, simply as the start of their messaging to
Client2. The Client1, QAAS and Client2 process steps, and output, are as follows:
Client1
I am going to message Client2. First, I need to perform an AR with the QAAS in order to distribute the shared start key that I have (or will 1st create) for use with
Client2
Here is my current Client1 MQK : CD2290CFDBE306D3E8C1A817E2A9484B05D43CFD71C4020CC467E91351992AE1
Here is my current Client1 MEK : E23F7EB507B5EFE0E82399CE03E9EFD2571EDB4BA5AAAB9A0F3B11ED983F18C3
Here is my current Client1 AID : 9AB2F364FFDE61D7
Click Continue in Client1...
First, I'll generate the new SSK to use with my intended recipient (Client2)
This is a 2 part key, SQK,SEK
Here is the new Client1-2 SQK : 3A3613333633C08C4081D13B37CD7446491A777F978AE1EAA1B86D79EA5CDB1F
Here is the new Client1-2 SEK : 8CB33ED596B3091545B43566736C38F98518EBBBCAF681DAC9C8CB311153961E
Click Continue in Client1...
Now send the ARC1 encrypted to the QAAS where the plaintext is the ReceiverOpenID, SEK
The ReceiverOpenID for Client2 is :FEDCBA9876543210
The Client1 ARC1 sent message key is: BD0B33776D8AF178F56FDBB6EB85CEED1F167D2E3F80C476FE37D71666EF25BB
The Client1 ARC1 sent ciphertext, which is the ReceiverOpenID and our SEK (comma separated), both encrypted, is:
7703727A7A73080D060673077004050469627B000771020701047F0E700B007F0270047673077070040103040475750D037C0004740C077700720676030E7A
000605737B700B74750575097073020E0E7770
The ARC1 is [SenderOpenID, OR, Ciphertext]
The OR is 971BCE0D67225D7C462C1AC7B180FBC0C00D9DF64193B22A7097C1F99D6F4521
Qwyit LLC
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[ARC1: 6D6576B92F4A058E, 971BCE0D67225D7C462C1AC7B180FBC0C00D9DF64193B22A7097C1F99D6F4521,
7703727A7A73080D060673077004050469627B000771020701047F0E700B007F0270047673077070040103040475750D037C0004740C077700720676030E7A
000605737B700B74750575097073020E0E7770] sent using Port 4180 to the QAAS
AR processing now switches to the QAAS
Click Continue in Client1...

QAAS
ARC1 processing now continues here in QAAS
First step is to decrypt the received ARC1 using QwyitCipher and the keys associated with the sending Client, in this case, Client1
The Client1 ARC1 received message key is: BD0B33776D8AF178F56FDBB6EB85CEED1F167D2E3F80C476FE37D71666EF25BB
The Client1 ARC1 received plaintext, which is the Receiver OpenID and the SEK, is: FEDCBA9876543210,
8CB33ED596B3091545B43566736C38F98518EBBBCAF681DAC9C8CB311153961E
Click Continue in Client1...
Next, in Step 3, ARQ3, I'll create a 256-bit Qwyit Initialization Vector (QIV) for this messaging pair
The QIV is: 4D76A559E9C07A6BC944CD17A366A14A8A1FDB9C86573807FC9E47332674B129
Click Continue in Client1...
Now create an Authentication Bundle (AB) for the Receiver Client using their ASK
This is done by first creating an AB-OR
The AB-OR is: 5951207692496C77DB79B97079E5DCEF33380C2EA10EF9BCEC78A3FFB0B77575
The AB-OR is used to encrypt the AB, which is the Sender's AID, the SEK and the new QIV
Click Continue in Client1...
The Client2 AB encrypted message key is: 774085D113402111113C7F0114E1402F8D9232F0E911E8D25270FF241740BB91
The Client2 AB encrypted is:
7800730A7506720276007506030170721A160B7B03050B7670700C06730A720F027170737175750D010F72050377000F737F790C070870717670727872047C
0776737A7D067B7274770008700572000600731A610606730E7806767D7C0177720270077275090670717601010206020E020106797A74017E7D06007B7D06
0401040F04077E767D7405040703000706057300017A
Click Continue in Client1...
Now the ARQ3 is readied, using the Sender's ASK and a new OR, OR2
The OR2 is: 9363902EBAE784A0D32DCD6DE6CBB2944CFD4D023F01AD0649BB877A1ACDF79D
The ARQ3 is: Sender OpenID, OR2, CT2 where CT2 is QIV, AB-OR, eAB
The Client2 CT2 encrypted message key is: CF0FDC117CA39B214A6905C83CAD477F29861323CE21449443D80264593E3D5C
Qwyit LLC
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The Client2 CT2 encrypted is:
777673730504767F7C0B7672047972737B7B70077376727177720305747401737D71060207757C750903020E060B03767E757D040473757203700101760200
7A6E1101017674050073037B03700B0F7000727006057F00010703757F070374727D0775070400027377777507727D700B75730670050171017075720270717
17702761E663A46444B4D30303140364D3E313449442A243E424133494445474E45314B4336354240313736313F344A33413135423843474D483E3C3232344
2404D3133493741423F393E4B4A3734324B32354644453237592047474B3C3B3F474A3940463647353533444C3536324E44333247354B3042434B4244403B3
F3444383E403447404C353649353C473C4635323446303C43354242
The final ARQ3 is: 6D6576B92F4A058E, 9363902EBAE784A0D32DCD6DE6CBB2944CFD4D023F01AD0649BB877A1ACDF79D,
777673730504767F7C0B7672047972737B7B70077376727177720305747401737D71060207757C750903020E060B03767E757D040473757203700101760200
7A6E1101017674050073037B03700B0F7000727006057F00010703757F070374727D0775070400027377777507727D700B75730670050171017075720270717
17702761E663A46444B4D30303140364D3E313449442A243E424133494445474E45314B4336354240313736313F344A33413135423843474D483E3C3232344
2404D3133493741423F393E4B4A3734324B32354644453237592047474B3C3B3F474A3940463647353533444C3536324E44333247354B3042434B4244403B3
F3444383E403447404C353649353C473C4635323446303C43354242
AR processing now switches back to the contacting Client
Click Continue in Client1...

Client1
Client1 now decrypts the ARQ3 using QwyitCipher to reveal the QIV, AB-OR, and the still-Client2-ASK encrypted AB
The Client1 ARQ3 received message key is: CF0FDC117CA39B214A6905C83CAD477F29861323CE21449443D80264593E3D5C
The Client1 ARQ3 received plaintext, which is the QIV, AB-OR and the eAB, is:
4D76A559E9C07A6BC944CD17A366A14A8A1FDB9C86573807FC9E47332674B129,
5951207692496C77DB79B97079E5DCEF33380C2EA10EF9BCEC78A3FFB0B77575, x…Since Client1 can't read the eAB because it's only for Client2, it's
shown still in ciphertext!
Click Continue in Client1...
After sending (the QAAS), and receiving (Client1), both perform a PDAF PFS NIL communication ASK key update
This is accomplished using the MQK and MEK in a PDAF. Optionally, for a 1,024-bit length, and then performing an OWC to pare to 512-bits [This is not
performed/shown here, as not needed in this demo.]
The AR is Complete! Now Client1 and 2 can message securely...

QAAS
The AR is Complete! Now Client1 and 2 can message securely and I am Finished!...
Click Continue in Client1...
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Client1
Now I am going to talk to Client2 in our application...
First, I'll send the 1st message to Client2 - it is NOT encrypted, as all values are public or already encrypted. The QASM: SenderOpenID, AID, AB-OR, eAB
QASM is: 6D6576B92F4A058E, 9AB2F364FFDE61D7, 5951207692496C77DB79B97079E5DCEF33380C2EA10EF9BCEC78A3FFB0B77575,
7800730A7506720276007506030170721A160B7B03050B7670700C06730A720F027170737175750D010F72050377000F737F790C070870717670727872047C
0776737A7D067B7274770008700572000600731A610606730E7806767D7C0177720270077275090670717601010206020E020106797A74017E7D06007B7D06
0401040F04077E767D7405040703000706057300017A
Click Continue in Client1...
Next, I'll send the Contextual Authentication content in a QAAM: SenderOpenID, ORa, eIMSG
Calculate the OpenReturnAuth for this QAAM message. ORa is: 77ACB88C1FF33AE709C59E42DA231580C329420B1DD119E19D46A4AC00C08C38
Click Continue in Client1...
Now ready the message, which will be: Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of the party
Then, encrypt it using QwyitCipher and the ORa...
The QAAM message key is 4140066398C39FC3614E2C4380EC34F353698948677DF701E92450648954E9C4
Q-ANON Authentication Message (QAAM) is 6D6576B92F4A058E, 77ACB88C1FF33AE709C59E42DA231580C329420B1DD119E19D46A4AC00C08C38,
7A5E431059451647515D6347502B2613505E4665532F58135F5F2A271359235D154759195B56595D16435864325F5511245056145A561640505C1544244B37
4D
Now, Q-ANON messaging processing continues in Client 2...
Click Continue in Client1...

Client2
I've just received two messages from Client1 - the QASM and the QAAM...I'll process them!
Using the QASM, I need to unwrap the Authentication Bundle from the QAAS...
The Client2 QASM received message key is: 774085D113402111113C7F0114E1402F8D9232F0E911E8D25270FF241740BB91
The Client2 QASM received plaintext, which is the AID, the SEK and the QIV, is: 9AB2F364FFDE61D7,
8CB33ED596B3091545B43566736C38F98518EBBBCAF681DAC9C8CB311153961E,
4D76A559E9C07A6BC944CD17A366A14A8A1FDB9C86573807FC9E47332674B129
Click Continue in Client1...
Next, I need to unwrap the SMK...
Now, perform the 1st QAAM decryption by using the just received ORa and revealed QIV (from the QASM) in a MOD16 decrypt to reveal the SQK:
3A3613333633C08C4081D13B37CD7446491A777F978AE1EAA1B86D79EA5CDB1F
Click Continue in Client1...
Qwyit LLC
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Now, perform the 2nd QAAM decryption using the ORa and the new SMK to decrypt the eIMSG
The QAAM message key is 4140066398C39FC3614E2C4380EC34F353698948677DF701E92450648954E9C4
QAAM plaintext message is Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of the party
Now both Client1 and I share the full SMK, have verified each other with the QAAM message contents, and can now send Q-ANON Normal Messages (QANM)
back and forth!
All of the QANM messages are in the format: [QANM: OpenID, OR, CT] where CT is the Ciphertext of message contents
Click Continue in Client1...

Now I'll reply back to Client1...message is: Why won't anyone throw me a party with a cup cake for my birthday?
OpenReturn Continuing for this message is CC4FFB1DC4B1709A0127CF6C10E90066E8C7B00777AE902FEAE5274B70F0D25A
The first QANM message key is C06C76F755508DA3F9F192C997C57CD903451CC934F2DAC9109517FF8816C755
QAMN is FEDCBA9876543210, CC4FFB1DC4B1709A0127CF6C10E90066E8C7B00777AE902FEAE5274B70F0D25A,
60583B65422D59663165575D48582F51174D51472A45172F56155316445645364E14452C452E175263554248175124525061232C41155A4014535A33465152
223A0F
Now, Q-ANON processing continues in Client 1...
Click Continue in Client1...

Client1
I've just received a QANM message from Client2...I'll process it using our shared SMK keys and the sent Open Return!
The QANM message key is C06C76F755508DA3F9F192C997C57CD903451CC934F2DAC9109517FF8816C755
QANM plaintext message from Client 2 is Why won't anyone throw me a party with a cup cake for my birthday?
Click Continue in Client1...
After sending and receiving and the SMK key life is reached, both Clients perform a PDAF PFS ephemeral DSK key update
This is accomplished using the SQK and SEK in a PDAF. Optionally, for a 1,024-bit length, and then performing an OWC to pare to 512-bits
First, here in Client 1...
Click Continue in Client1...
Here is the PDAF result for Client1 new SQK/SEK keys:
92B94003BA6FCBCD5BC40E7F7B56BB2DB888F8276DD5BBBF5DA507C3368B0C4766F9744B46E7438F73E84871CBD403EEC28BD2F504425B96BEE3903
EA7FF0EBB6E7C466F0E638707F7CD959F4D658DE0E0884FDC2E5072F79C59C345B5860E43FA394EE747AB0C9F7C1EA574DB371B542104ED467037CC
D5D2E77E269BBF3E7F32B9D66363F4CD53BD9847CCA03BECF753A404E83591891B401B9084F9620E27BB421AABE700479807251545A83EEEC4278B5E
0DE1733789D4C2906ADD8D0140F7069FF469A4D4B914F51AD2A1BBE2A0EA9510595CB8AE1D0BEB90A8148F9E4C7B4ED000A1769433B4F732A22E5765
10E7B2C5146324B844B4EE901C8D8FDE40
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Here is OWC final result for Client1 new SQK key: B443557900E62B6F3079326A2F7F93CBC8BFA577A6C8713CE3F4460F91911EE6
Here is OWC final result for Client1 new SEK key: 6683FE1454BFB60A8E1E138EB992577022D0BDD6F65C0CB15D159638FC9D57B4
Now, update the SMK in Client 2...
Click Continue in Client1...

Client2
Here is the PDAF result for Client2 new SQK/SEK keys:
92B94003BA6FCBCD5BC40E7F7B56BB2DB888F8276DD5BBBF5DA507C3368B0C4766F9744B46E7438F73E84871CBD403EEC28BD2F504425B96BEE3903
EA7FF0EBB6E7C466F0E638707F7CD959F4D658DE0E0884FDC2E5072F79C59C345B5860E43FA394EE747AB0C9F7C1EA574DB371B542104ED467037CC
D5D2E77E269BBF3E7F32B9D66363F4CD53BD9847CCA03BECF753A404E83591891B401B9084F9620E27BB421AABE700479807251545A83EEEC4278B5E
0DE1733789D4C2906ADD8D0140F7069FF469A4D4B914F51AD2A1BBE2A0EA9510595CB8AE1D0BEB90A8148F9E4C7B4ED000A1769433B4F732A22E5765
10E7B2C5146324B844B4EE901C8D8FDE40
Here is OWC final result for Client2 new SQK key: B443557900E62B6F3079326A2F7F93CBC8BFA577A6C8713CE3F4460F91911EE6
Here is OWC final result for Client2 new SEK key: 6683FE1454BFB60A8E1E138EB992577022D0BDD6F65C0CB15D159638FC9D57B4
Click Continue in Client1...

Client1
This concludes the AR and Q-ANON demonstration. Thank you!

Client2
This concludes the AR and Q-ANON demonstration. Thank you!
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Appendix C – Q-ANON™ ASU, AR and Messaging Code Calls

The following are the code calls for the example of the process flow for the complete Q-ANON™ system. These calls create the output,
and those required to build the Q-ANON™ Anonymous Authentication Service, of the Q-ANON-Full-Example.exe app available from
Qwyit LLC at www.qwyit.com. As explanation is provided above for the steps and output, only the corresponding code calls are
included here:
Q-ANON™ ASU Example
Client1
Client, initiate ASU within the application (and as required/desired) with the Q-ANON Anonymous Authentication Service/Server (Step 1, ASUC1)
Goto www.Qwyit.com/Qwyit where an HTTPS session will begin.
This generates a ASU start on the MyQANONApp client application and the QAAS (ASUC1)
Client app now awaits listing of key pairs and OpenIDs to select from (Or receipt of the Authentication Service Keys (ASK))

QAAS
QAAS reply to client (Step 2 - ASUQ2)
The client has submitted an ASU on the webpage, and is waiting the listing
Generate OpenID (recommend 16 digit, 64-bit unique IDs), ASK pairs (called the ASK) for client
Here, we'll generate the one set that was selected - a random, unique 16-hex digit, 64-bit OpenID
sOpenID_Client1 = GetRandom (16)
Generate random 512-bits that includes two (2) parts
Part 1: Master Qwyit Key (MQK, 64 hex digits, 256-bits)
sClient1_MQK = GetRandom (64)
Part 2: Master Exchange Key (MEK, 64 hex digits, 256-bits)
sClient1_MEK = GetRandom (64)

Client1
Client decrypt of reply and confirmation (Step 3, ASUC3)
Client will now send the Confirmation message (Step 3, ASUC3)
Client creates their Authentication Identity Number (AID), a 16-digit (64-bits) random value
Qwyit LLC
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sClient1_AID = GetRandom (16)
Create the Confirmation Salt (CS) encrypted, in order to send to the QAAS
Perform the QwyitCipher using the MEK,MQK keys on the CS – Result is the CSe
sClient1_CS = PubDS.PDAF(Right(sClient1_MQK, 32), 16, 0, Left(sClient1_MEK, 32), 1, 0, 0)
Now, perform the encryption pf the CS (resulting in CSe)
Begin by generating the OpenReturn to use
sOpenReturn = GetRandom (64) 'return a 64-digit 256-bit random number
Encrypt
sClient1_CS_encrypted (CSe) = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient1_MQK, sClient1_MEK, sOpenReturn, sClient1_CS)
Then Send (ASUC3) output (OpenID, OR, AID, CSe) to QAAS
Send [ASUC3: OpenID, OR, AID, CSe]

QAAS
Perform QwyitCipher using the ASK (found by sent OpenID) and reveal the message key (W) (Step 4 – ASUQ4)
Use message to decrypt Confirmation Salt (by creating the correct same CS and comparing)
PDAF of the last 32 digits (128-bits) of the MQK with the 1st 32 digits (128-bits) of the MEK; result is Confirmation CS generated
sClient1_ConfirmationCS_qaas = PubDS.PDAF(Right(sClient1_MQK, 32), 16, 0, Left(sClient1_MEK, 32), 1, 0, 0)
Perform Qwyit decrypt using W and CSe, result is CS received decrypted (CS)
The sOpenReturn is used from the received ASUC3 message....
sClient1_ConfirmationCS_decrypted = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient1_MQK, sClient1_MEK, sOpenReturn, , sCiphertext)
Compare CS received decrypted with CS generated
If sClient1_ConfirmationCS_qaas = sClient1_ConfirmationCS_decrypted Then
If match confirmed, store IP Address, OpenID, ASK (No Other required session ID collected - Q-ANON is an ANONYMOUS join) into QAAS KDC -method?'
Else If doesn't match, error sent
THIS COMPLETES THE QAASU PROCESSING! (Client1 is reminded to check the public value!! (Step 5 – ASUC5)

Client1
If no error returned, ASU PROCESSING COMPLETE!
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Q-ANON™ AR Example
Client1
Client Sender sends Authorization Request to QAAS (Step 1, ARC1)
First, generate the new SSK to use with intended recipient
sClient12_SQK = GetRandom (64)
sClient12_SEK = GetRandom (64)
Next generate the OR to use for this encrypted message (ARC1) send to the QAAS
sOR1 = GetRandom (64)
Encrypt the ARC1 (where the Plaintext is the Recipient OpenID and the SEK)
sClient1_CT1_encrypted = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient1_MQK, sClient1_MEK, sOR1, , sPlaintext)
Send [ARC1: SenderOpenID, OR, CT] where CT is the now encrypted Recipient OpenID, SEK using Port 4180 to the QAAS

QAAS
QAAS decrypts ARC1 (Step 2, ARQ2)
Decrypt ARC1 from Client1 using respective OpenID and ASK in Qwyit Cipher
The sOpenReturn is used from the received ARC1 message; and the MQK and MEK are retrieved using the received sOpenID in the ARC1
sClient1_ARC1_decrypted = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient1_MQK, sClient1_MEK, sOR1, , sCiphertext)
Next, QAAS reply to Client1 (Step 3, ARQ3)
Create a new 256-bit Qwyit Initialization Vector (QIV) for this messaging pair
If bKeyType = True Then
sQIV = GetRandom (64) [return a 64-digit 256-bit random number]
Next, create the Authentication Bundle for the Receiver Client using their ASK – This is done by first creating an AB-OR
sAB_OR = GetRandom (64)
Else
Now use the AB-OR in QC to encrypt the AB, which is the Sender Client's (Client1) AID, the SEK and the new QIV
The AB-OR is used to encrypt the AB....
sClient2_AB_e = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient2_MQK, sClient2_MEK, sAB_OR, , aAB)
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Then the ARQ3 is readied using the Sender's ASK with a new OR, OR2
The ARQ3 is Client1's OpenID, OR2, CT2 where the CT2 is QIV, AB-OR, eAB
sOR2 = GetRandom (64) 'return a 64-digit 256-bit random number
sPlaintext = sQIV & ", " & sAB_OR & ", " & sClient2_AB_encrypted
sClient1_AB_encrypted (eAB)= PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient1_MQK, sClient1_MEK, sOR2, , sPlaintext)
The ARQ3 is: Sender OpenID, OR2, CT2 where CT2 is QIV, AB-OR, eAB
Send ARQ3 back to Client1

Client1
Clients decrypts ARQ3 (Step 4, ARC4) – Sender Client1 decrypts ARQ3 from QAAS using ASK in Qwyit Cipher
'The sOpenReturn is used from the received ARQ3 message....
sClient1_ARQ3_d = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient1_MQK, sClient1_MEK, sOR2, , sCiphertext)
QAAS and Client1 perform a PDAF PFS ephemeral DSK key update
Client1 will store the sOR2 and sCipherTextOut2_d, or hold in memory after receipt, for including in the following QASM and QAAN send to Client 2
Now, Client1 performs a PDAF PFS NIL communciation ASK key update (QAAS will in the next section)
Perform a PDAF(MQK 256-bits, MEK 256-bits) for two rounds, creating 512-bit result w/MQK, MEK halves
Optionally, extend the above PDAF for 2 rounds (doubling length) and perform an OWC
sClient1_Key_PFS_Update = PubDS.PDAF(sClient1_MQK, 256, 0, sClient1_MEK, 1, 0, 0)
sClient1_MQK_MEK_New = PubDS.OWC(sClient1_Key_PFS_Update, 1)
sClient1_MQK_New = Left(sClient1_MQK_MEK_New, 64)
sClient1_MEK_New = Right(sClient1_MQK_MEK_New, 64)

QAAS
Performs the exact same PFS key updates for Client1 – this can be done after performing the ARQ3 send…and no error returned…so ‘wait time’ is important,
AND/OR performed immediately and stored differently, then handled by DB to update…
sClient1_Key_PFS_Update = PubDS.PDAF(sClient1_MQK, 256, 0, sClient1_MEK, 1, 0, 0)
sClient1_MQK_MEK_New = PubDS.OWC(sClient1_Key_PFS_Update, 1)
sClient1_MQK_New = Left(sClient1_MQK_MEK_New, 64)
sClient1_MEK_New = Right(sClient1_MQK_MEK_New, 64)
The AR is Complete! Now Client1 and 2 can message securely and QAAS is Finished!...
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Q-ANON™ Messaging Example (continuing from the AR..)
Client1
Now I am going to talk to Client2 in our MyQTApp...
Sending Client sends Q-ANON Start Message to Client Receiver (QAStart Message, QASM)
Sending Client and Recipient will now exchange the QAAS ABe.
First, I'll send the 1st message (QASM) to Client2 - it is NOT encrypted, as all values are public or already encrypted.
The QASM: SenderOpenID, AID, AB-OR, eAB
Sending Client also sends a QAAS Authentication Message (QAAM)
This message contains the Contextual Authentication content...which is ‘How we know each other’
I'll send the Contextual Authentication content in a QAAM: SenderOpenID, ORa, eIMSG
Calculate the ORauth value
sORa = PubDS.MOD16(sClient12_SQK, sQIV)
Create new message content (IMSG, the Initial Message opening communication)
Then, encrypt it using QwyitCipher and the ORa..."
Perform Q-ANON messaging using Qwyit Cipher on IMSG with SMK (SQK and SEK)
sIMSG = "Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of the party"
sClient1_IMSG_e = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient12_SQK, sClient12_SEK, sORa, sIMSG)
Send QAAM message (QAAM: OpenID, ORa, Ciphertext of IMSG)
[QAAM: OpenID, ORa, eIMSG]

Client2
Receiving Client decrypts QASM and QAAM
First, QASM decryption - using the ASK, AB-OR to decrypt the eAB
Reveals the AID, SEK for this Sending Client, and this pair's QAAS-created QIV
Use my ASK and the AB-OR to decrypt eAB
sClient2_AB_d = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient2_MQK, sClient2_MEK, sAB_OR, , sClient2_AB_encrypted)
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Here's the AID, SEK and QIV stripped out of the AB decrypted
sClient1_AID_Recvd = Left(sClient2_AB_decrypted, 16)
sClient1_SEK_Recvd = Mid(sClient2_AB_decrypted, 19, 64)
sClient1_QIV_Recvd = Right(sClient2_AB_decrypted, 64)
Now QAAM 1st decryption: Perform the MOD16D to reveal the SQK (now have the full SMK)
sClient2_SQK = PubDS.MOD16D(sORa, sClient1_QIV_Recvd)
Now, perform the QAAM 2nd decryption: Use ORa and the new SMK to decrypt the eIMSG
sClient2_IMSG_d = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient2_SQK, sClient1_SEK_Recvd, sORa, , sClient1_IMSG_encrypted)
Now both Client1 and I share the full SMK, have verified each other with the QAAM message contents, and can now send Q-ANON Normal Messages (QANM)
back and forth!"
All of the QANM messages are in the format: [QANM: OpenID, OR, CT] where CT is the Ciphertext of message contents:

Now I'll reply back to Client1...message is: Why won't anyone throw me a party with a cup cake for my birthday?
sIMSG_2 = "Why won't anyone throw me a party with a cup cake for my birthday?"
First, Get an OR
sOpenReturnC = GetRandom (64)
Then, encrypt the QANM contents
sClient2_IMSG2_e = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient2_SQK, sClient1_SEK_Recvd, sOpenReturnC, sIMSG_2)
Send Q-ANON QANM from within MyQTApp…
Send [QANM: OpenID, OpenReturnC, sClient2_ISMG2_e]

Client1
QANM Decrypt w/SMK (SQK, SEK) and received OpenReturnc in QwyitCipher to reveal secure message contents
sClient2_IMSG_d = PubDS.QwyitSCX(sClient12_SQK, sClient12_SEK, sOpenReturnC, , sClient2_IMSG2_encrypted)
Reveal the QANM plaintext message from Client 2 (Why won't anyone throw me a party with a cup cake for my birthday?)
At known, system defined end of SMK key life reached (# of messages, time, etc.), both Clients perform a PDAF PFS Nil communication SMK key update
Perform a PDAF(SQK 256-bits, SEK 256-bits) for two rounds, creating 512-bit SMK result w/SQK, SEK halves
Optionally, extend the above PDAF for 2 rounds (doubling length) and perform an OWC
sClient1_Key_PFS_Update = PubDS.PDAF(sSQK_Client1, 256, 0, sSEK_Client1, 1, 0, 0)
sClient1_SQK_SEK_New = PubDS.OWC(sClient1_Key_PFS_Update, 1)
sClient1_SQK_New = Left(sClient1_SQK_SEK_New, 64)
sClient1_SEK_New = Right(sClient1_SQK_SEK_New, 64)
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Client2
At known, system defined end of SMK key life reached (# of messages, time, etc.), both Clients perform a PDAF PFS NIL communicaiton SMK key update
Perform a PDAF(SQK 256-bits, SEK 256-bits) for two rounds, creating 512-bit SMK result w/SQK, SEK halves
Optionally, extend the above PDAF for 2 rounds (doubling length) and perform an OWC
sClient2_Key_PFS_Update = PubDS.PDAF(sSQK_Client2, 256, 0, sSEK_Client2, 1, 0, 0)
sClient2_SQK_SEK_New = PubDS.OWC(sClient2_Key_PFS_Update, 1)
sClient2_SQK_New = Left(sClient2_SQK_SEK_New, 64)
sClient2_SEK_New = Right(sClient2_SQK_SEK_New, 64)

Client1
Continue as QANM above, including system defined PFS SMK updates

Client2
Continue as QANM above, including system defined PFS SMK updates
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